You can
be in the
paper,
too!

I’m looking to run THREE 5KS IN

THREE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
within the next three weeks. How should
I manage my pace?

alvin
chow

coach me if you ran

5KS ARE FROM HELL! Everyone thinks
that since they’re the shortest distance in the
race pantheon that they are easy. Nothing is further from the truth. Pacing is brutal for 5K. If the
marathon is slow death after 30K, the 5K is acute
agony with a single word repeating in your mind:
why? Look at your pacing like
you have a tank full of gas. At
the end, there should be nothing left in the tank.
If you finish and still feel even moderately OK
then your pace was too slow.

rory
gilfillan

I’m an almost 60-YEAR-OLD RUNNER
and have completed two full marathons and
am training for a third one in the fall. I’d like
to do it in under five hours.

run
coach
get
coached

valerie
miller
I find running the course a few times before
the race helps (although this works better
with 5Ks). I try to manage my pace, but
I slowed down in my last race during my
last kilometre because it was up hill. Also,
DRINK WATER — both the day and the
morning before race day. Also, personally, I
wore a Nike outfit from top to bottom.
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I’m looking for help on getting from 10K to
the half marathon (this coming October),
without getting injured and specifically

theresa
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PROTECTING MY INJURY-PRONE
KNEES.

I’M 50 YEARS OLD AND HAVE BEEN
RUNNING FOR 40 OF THEM. I’ve lost
count of how many full and half marathons
I’ve done and now run ultra-marathons of
up to 150K. If there’s one secret to having
healthy knees it’s keeping strong muscle
tone in the quadriceps and balancing it with
strong hamstrings. Do squats and other
strengthening exercises and concentrate on
gait. Think of contracting your glutes and
propelling yourself forward rather than bouncing up and down as you run.
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I take little tiny steps when I run and I’m wanting to work on lengthening my stride (with
the goal of improving my pace). But every
time I try to lengthen my stride it throws off
my whole rhythm and I FEEL LIKE
BAMBI TRYING TO STAND ON ICE.

Instead of an adorable big-eyed deer,

PICTURE YOURSELF AS A SPEEDY
GAZELLE. Focus on pushing yourself

forward, not up, with your back foot. All the
energy should be directed away from the lion
nipping at your hooves.
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I need to find a better way to pace myself.
I have a strong tendency to START TOO
SOON AND GO TOO FAST, leading
me to hang on and try not to die in the last
couple of minutes.

Check into getting a training watch or
download an app to show and/or remind
you of your pace. You can set them to
remind you at any interval so start with
reminders every minute and gradually
increase the time between reminders.
Learning to pace yourself takes practice
because you need time to get YOUR
BODY AND MIND IN SYNC. I’d also
recommend reading Run Less, Run Faster,
but any running book that addresses
training will get you thinking. Good luck!
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What is EachCoach?

RUNNERS
HELPING
RUNNERS!
Who is it for?
Anyone who’d like
to get better,
from the occasional
jogger to the
dedicated marathoner.
How does it work?
Get your advice
by visiting
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Variety is the spice of life. I like to mix
things up with my running. One day I’ll do
hill sprints, the next Fartlek training and
finally tempo runs. I would suggest that
you experiment with your routine. Make it
fun. Reward yourself after a hard workout.
In fact, I’M LOOKING FOR SOME-

Plus, each week
a selection of your
advice will appear
on this page.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at
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ONE TO RUN WITH, MAYBE WE
CAN DISCUSS THIS FURTHER.

I’d like COACHING ON STRETCHING.
Should I be stretching before I run, after or
both?

leigh
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Stretching is a hot and divisive topic! After
a lot of arguments amongst ourselves, my
friends and I agreed on this set of rules:
Before running, only the very lightest
stretching — “stretch like a cat” — do NOT
do those vigorous leaps and huge spans and
all that stuff you see people doing, they are
wrong. Your proper stretching will consist of
warm-ups! LIGHT AND SLOW RUNNING IS BEST. After running, you can
stretch, 30-second medium pulls, but be
gentle. Your muscles are not your enemy!
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As I understand it, shoe life depends on
several factors: type of shoe, running style,
running surface and total distance run.
I’m a lighter runner who runs mainly on
treadmills. I can never tell if my shoes are
worn out as some runners can. HOW CAN

I TELL WHEN IT’S TIME FOR A NEW
PAIR OF SHOES?

Running doesn’t require much “equipment”
(sunscreen and sneakers, and you’re ready
go!), but I consider new footwear when:
1. The balls of my feet are more sore than
usual at the end of a long run, especially

if my shoes are more than
three months old or have done more
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than 350K. (Treadmill users may notice
this less quickly, thanks to reduced shock
absorption on the ’mill). 2. A new ache/pain/
or injury shows up not otherwise explained
by a change in terrain or running habits
(Achilles tendon pain can just be from worn
out shoes). 3. Gearing up for a fall or spring
marathon — just remember, to run in your
new shoes at least half a dozen times before
wearing them to the big event, or YOU’LL
EARN SOME MASSIVE BLISTERS.

eachcoach.com
and tell us where
you’d like to improve.
We’ll find you a
coach and ask you
to coach someone else.

I used to be a 2:34 marathoner but since the
arrival of the twins sleep has won out more
times than running has. I am not sure I can
entirely blame them. At 41 and after running
10,000 miles I WONDER IF THE FIRE
HAS GONE OUT for me.

Sometimes before my long run I GET

ANXIOUS THAT IT WILL BE A BAD
RUN (did I eat enough? Too much? Will I
claire
heslop

get too tired? Will my stomach cramp?) and
it drains a lot of my energy. How do I fix or
avoid this?

Claire, remember that the mind will quit
long before the body does. Keep this in
mind when negativity starts to enter your
thought process. I focus on the positives,
how I’m going to feel after my run, how
much stronger I’m getting and how this run
will lead to success at the race I’m training
for. Don’t focus on what might for wrong,
but focus on what will go right. Good luck,

justin
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YOU CAN DO THIS!

hello@eachcoach.com

